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Abstract 

One very important field of application of pattern recognition is character recognition. But, until now, almost all 
.A 

character-recognition systems make an implicit assumption that the script and/or the language of the document to be 
processed is known. This may not be true in an inten1ational environment. So, script identification plays an important 
role in automatic processing of document images. In this paper, we present a new scdpt identification algorithm that 
can identify the same from the characters in a handwritten document. The proposed scheme is based on training via 
clustering and classification using possibilistic membership grades of a character to all the script classes. This enables 
the recognizer to work with ambiguous and uncertain cases. The recognizer may reject a pattern when it can not make 
any clear decision ensuring high reliability. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the. proposed script-
identification technique. · 

Key\vords: Character recognition, script identification algorithm, handwritten script, clustering and classification. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Optical character recognition 

One very important field of application of pattern recognition is character recognition. Charac
ter recognition is better known as optical character recognition (OCR) since it deals with opti
cally processed characters. Character recognition is an interesting problem in the present
day world because of its many applications. 1 Several techniques for the recognition of both 
machine- and hand-printed characters had been reported in the past. 1

-6 Presently, recognition 
rates for tnachine-printed characters can reach over 99%, and so may be considered a solved 
problen1.5 But, in the case of hand-printed characters, it is yet to achieve the level of reliability 
required for practical applications. The inherent difficulty in handwritten character recognition 
is due .to large variations among characters of the same class and similarities among characters 
belonging to different classes. Despite extensive research in this field for over four decades, 
there is a large gap between human- and machine-reading capabilities for hand-printed charac
ters. This has imposed a challenge to computer scientists and hence there is still a significant 
amount of ongoing research in the field of handwritten character recognition. 

1.2. Script recognition 

Until now, character-recognition systems used script-specific methodologies. Altnost all exist
ing works on OCR make an implicit assumption that the script and/or the language of the 
document to be processed is known. But, in an international environment, where documents 
written in many scripts may be presented to an OCR system for processing, prior knowledge of 
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Fra. I. Character recognition in a tnulti-script environn1ent. 

the script used in the document is essential for cl1oosit1g an appropriate OCR algorithtn (Fig. 
1). Tl1is plays an important role in routing of facsimile doct1ments as they a1Tive so that appro
priate secondary analysis, vvhich may incltlde OCR, is selected for each docume11t. Tl1is may 
also be used for reading postal codes that may be written in any script and then sorting out the 
letters appropriately through secondary analysis. So1ne other applicatioi1S, st1ch as indexing or 
translation, depends 011 identifying tl1e language used in a document. For scripts used by only 
one language, script identification is a necessary first step for identifying the language of a 
document. Discrimination between languages using the same script (alphabets and nutnerals) 
requires a second level of processing which identifies common usage of the alpha
bets/nutnerals .. So, i11 an inter11ational environment, script identification plays an important and 
key part for automatic processing of document images. 

Generally., one can deduce a document's sctipt and language from its country of origin, or 
by examining the document. So, till the early years of this decade, scie11tists were satisfied with 
manual recognition of script/language. But, as the world is getting increasingly interconnected, 
there is a real need for auton1atic script identification. With increasing detnand for docun1ent 
processing in our day-to-day life, people frequently face situations where the volt1me and vari
ety of scripts/languages 1nake sucl1 manual identification unworkable. Also, in a country like 
India, where a large number of scripts and languages are in use, the country of origin is not at 
all a useful information to decide the script/language of a docutnent. This l1as motivated tl1e 
research on script/language recognition itl the field of OCR .. Researcl1ers of the OCR cotnmu
nity have recently conce11trated on developi11g OCR syste1ns that can identify the script of a 
document prior to recognition of cl1aracters in the doctiment. Such OCR systetns are versatile 
in the sense that they can process documents written in any of the scripts (or languages) withi11 
its knowledge. However., research in script identification is in its early stage and hence, not 
much literature is available in this field. 

2. A brief survey of script recognition 

Most of the researches on script identification aim at extracting some cl1aracteristic features 
from an input document tl1at distinguish one class of script from others. In general, script iden
tification is based on stroke structure and connections and the fu11damentally different writing 
styles associated with different character sets. So, some initial efforts to identify scripts used in 
preparing docu1nents were based on connected cotnponent analysis. Wood et aL7 offered an 
algorithm for determining the script of machine-generated documents. The algorithm is based 
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on a combination of Hough transform approach and standard morphological filtering opera
tions of erosion a11d dilatio11. Tl1e algorithm give11 by Hochberg et al. 8' 9 develops a set of repre
sentative symbols (templates) for each script by clustering textual sy1nbols obtained from a set 
of training documents. 'Textual syn1bols' include discrete characters in scripts sucl1 as Cyrillic, 
as well as adjoined characters, character fragments, and whole words in connected scripts such 
as Arabic. Their algorithm discovers freqtlent characters or word shapes in each script from a 
set of training docun1ents and develops a set of representative symbols (tetnplates) for each 
script by clustering these textual symbols. To identify a new document's sc1ipt., the system 
compares a subset of symbols from the document to each script's templates, .screening out rare 
or unreliable templates, and choosing the script whose templates provide the best rnatch .. A 
texture-based approach is proposed. 1

0-
12 Since different scripts often have distinctive visual 

appearances, a block of text in each script may be regarded as a distinct texture pattern. Any 
standard texture-classification algorithm, hence, may be employ-ed to perfortn script recogni
tion. A unified syntactic approach to script recognition is presented in Malaviya et- al. 13 The 
fuzzy patte111 description language FOHDEL is used to store fuzzy feature values .in the form 
of fuzzy rules. These fuzzy rules aid in decision malcing during classification .. Spitz4 has devel
oped a scheme for automatic language identification on the basis of character density or optical 
de11sity distribution. Spitz's work has been extended in Deng et al. 15 to cope with complex de
graded document images and with more languages. 

In all tl1e script-identification techniques described above, except the algorithm proposed 
by Hochberg et al., the docume11t as a whole is treated as the input pattern and the algorithms 
attetnpt to extract some distinguishing features from it. The algorithm proposed by Hochberg 
et al. uses cluster-analysis methodology. But the algorithm must include a large number of 
documents in the training set .. Also, these documents must be large in size and need to be used 
as a whole during the training process. This is required to guarantee the formation of tetnplates 
for all possible textual symbols in a script. Moreover, the algorithm has no provision for dis
criminating one script from another that have some textual symbols common between them. 
This l1as motivated the development of our new cluster analysis-based script identification 
scheme .. 

3. Proposed script identification scheme 

3.1. Trainirzg algorithm 

In our sctipt recognition technique, the representative patterns for each class of script is gener
ated from samples belonging to all the different classes of characters used in that particular 
script, rather than from samples of text documents. The sample patterns are· mathematically 
represented in the form of vectors, and so also tl1e prototype (representative) patterns .. The vec
tors are formed via extraction and selection of some characteristic feature values from the 
given pattern .. 16 

T11e training patterns (samples) are supplied with known class lab,~ls, i~e. both the script 
class and the character class are known for each training pattern. The recognition system may 
be trained to develop some classification rules using these training samples. But, samples 
belonging to the same class of script and character may exhibit different structures because of 
the variations in the writing styles from one individual to another. Hence, it is neces,sary to 
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variations i11 the writing styles from one individual to another. Hence, it is necessary to identify 
all the unknown different structures prese11t in the_set of samples belonging to a particttlar class 
of sctipt and character. This is accomplished through clusterirlg. In general, any standard clus
tering algorithm may be used for partitioning of a data set. Some of these algoritl11ns are avail
able elsewhere.17

-
23 

Suppose, there are a total of X script classes and the number of character classes in the qth 
script be x(q). Then, the set of training patterilS may be represented as 

~1( 

Xtrg =x(1)UX(2)U···Ux(x)=Ux(q) (1-a) 

q=l 

where x(q} is the set of training ·patterns belonging to the script class q, given as 

X(q) 
x(q) = x(q,l)Ux(q.z)U···Ux<".x(q)) = Ux(q.e). (1-b) 

e=l 

The set X(q.e) represents the set of all training samples corresponding to the Qth character class 

of the qth script. Each of these sets tq~p), q = 1, 2, ... , X, e = 1, 2, ... , Xq) is subjected to clus
teting independent of the other sets. However, the number of optimum clusters that 1nay be 
formed from one such set is generally not known. A11y standard cluster validity fut1ctional 
found in the literature17

' 
21 ~ 24~ 25 may be used to find the appropriate number of valid clusters 

that can be forrned from a given set of samples and the set is accordingly partitioned into that 

tnany clusters.. Suppose, the training set xH~e) is partitioned into x}q,Q)' x~q .. e) , .•• , x~q.Q) ' 
opt ,t;e 

where copr,qe is the optiillUlll nutnber of clusters that may be folmed from tile set x(q,e)_ The 

centroids of these clusters~ viz.~ yj·q,Q), y~q,e) , ... , y~·e> , forn1 the set of prototype patterns for 
opt.q{] 

the Qth character class in the qth script. Consequently, the set of all the clusters that are gener
ated from the traini11g sets of all the different classes of characters in the qth script, i.e., 

( q, Q) - 1 'J n/'( q) • - 1 ? C f h I f I + .. h h 4
• X j ' e - ' ...,, ... , J\..,' '.1 - ' .....,, .• "' OfJI~q!! orms t e comp ete set 0 c usters !OI t e qt SCilpt 

class and the centroids of all these clusters are representatives (prototypes) of that script class. 

3.2. Classification rules 

Tl1e classification of an input docun1ent, in our proposed scheme, is based on the evaluation of 
the possibilities of belongingness of one or more characters, contained in the doct1111ent, in dif
ferent script classes. A measure for the possibility of belot1git1gness of a sample in a cluster is 
the possibilistic membership grade defined in Krishnaptiram and Keller. 23 The possibilistic 
me1nbership grade of a character sample X11 in the jth cluster of the gth character class in qth 
script, i.e. the cluster xjq,f2)' is given as . 

1 
-I 

(2) 
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The tern1 1njq.e) is the degree o.f'.fiJ.zziness associated with the cluster X.~q,eJ. Tl1e parameter· 

T}(.tJ,f!) is tl1e squared distance from. yjq.g) at which the n1embership grade of .,\n in cluster 
.1 

X(.q.e) is half, and hence, referred to as the 3dB fJarameter. The values of the degrees of fuzzi
.1 

ness and the 3dB para1neters for all the clusters are suitably chosen during training so as to 
maxin1ize the number of correctly classified training samples. 

Starting frotn the first character in the input docutnent, and until a clear decision (classifica
tion) can be tnade, the possibilities of belongingness of each cl1aracter in different script 
classes are calculated. For the nth character in the document, say .:rn, the first step of the classi-
fication algorithm involves the evaluation of 1-l J~(q.e) (x11 ), q = 1, 2, ... , X., e == 1, 2, ... , :JCq), 

j = 1~ 2, ... , copt.q[!" Subsequently, a class-membership grade for Xn to each of the X script 

classes is assigned. The cluster representing tl1e qtl1 script class is the union of all the clusters 
obtained for all tl1e character classes in the qtl1 script, i.e. 

(3) 

In fuzzy set theory, the membership of an ele1nent in the set of union of two or n1ore sets is 
generally tal<en as the maxitn.um of the men1berships of tl1e element in all the component 
sets.26

· 
27 Therefore, tl1e membership grade of Xn to the qth script class is defined as 

(4) 

This gives the value of confidence of belongingness of the character Xn to class q. The average 
value of confidence of belongingness of Xn to class q, over all the n cl1aracters used so far, is_ 
gtven as 

1 ll 

V q,av£: =-"' vq (xt} '· n £..i 
t=l 

(5) 

The possibilistic class label-vector that is now assigned to the input document is given as 

(6) 

The task of final decisio11 making with regard to script recognition from the label-vector p is 
accomplished by defuzzification of the label-vector. One simple defuzzification rule is to clas
sify the input as belonging to the script class to which it has the maximum value of confid.ence. 
But, such a defuzzification rule essentially makes our classification system a hard classifier 
only and makes it incapable of handling any uncettainty and/or ambiguity. In order to make 
full use of the information available in the label-vector p and take final decision accordingly, 
we propose to include some criteria to reject uncertain and ambiguous cases. 

Two types of rejections may occur: (1) Membership and (2) Ambiguity rejection. 28 Mem
bership rejection occurs when v q

1
avg for all q = 1, 2, ... , X is very small. This is the case when 
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tl1e input is highly degraded making it difficult to classify. Ambiguity rejection occurs Wilen at 
least one class membership (except the highest one) is very close to the higl1est one. Such a 
situation occurs when two or more script classes share some similar (or exactly same) charac
ters. Accordingly, we set the criteria for rejecting an input as follows: 

1. Reject an input document if the class membership of the input in at least one of the 
script class does not exceed (or at least equal to) a threshold ~nenzb· 

2.. Reject an input docutnent if the ratio of the second maximum class membership of the 
input across all the classes to the first maximum is not below (or at most equal to) a 
threshold Tambg· 

So, in the next step, the first and the second maximum values of class memberships over all the 
classes are determined, respectively, as 

Vtnaxl = tnax ,.. V q,avg 
q=1,2, ... ,..X 

vmax2= ~ax /'Vq,avg' Vq,avg::f::.Vmaxl 
q=L-, ... ,X 

(7-a) 

(7-b) 

Now, if Ymaxl > Tnremb and (Vmax21Vmaxt) < Tan1bg, the script used in the input document is classi
fied as belongi11g to the class corresponding to Vmaxl· Else, using the next character in the 
document, the above steps are repeated to modify the possibilistic class label-vector p and then 
cl1eck if classification is possible .. If the script of the input document cannot be determined 
even after all the characters in the document are exhausted, the document is rejected by the 
classifier. 

4. Experimental results 

In our experiment, we have used numeric characters in four different scripts: Arabic, Hindi, 
Bengali and Kannada .. That n1eans, for each script class there are ten character classes corre
sponding to the ten numerals 0 to 9. We train our recognition system with 300 samples for 
each of the character classes. The character samples are generated attificially t1si11g our pro
posed technique for generation of artificial handwritten characters .. 29 Each character is in bi
nary format and is within a rectangular frame of size 32 x 24. The training algorithm described 
earlier is used to form the set of clusters corresponding to each class of character, and conse
qtiently clusters cotTesponding to each script class. 

Table I 
Recognition result for documents in different scripts of size four characters 

Actual No. of test documents Ace Err Rej 
script class assigned to script class rate rate rate 

Arabic Hindi Bengali Kannada Rejection 

Arabic 47 0 0 0 3 94.0 0.0 6.0 
Hindi 0 44 0 1 5 88.0 2.0 10.0 
Bengali 0 0 48 0 2 96.0 0.0 4.0 
Kannada 0 1 0 48 1 96.0 2.0 2.0 

Total 93.5 1.0 5.5 
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Table II 
Recognition result for docuntents in different scripts of size six characters 

Actual No. of test docu1nents Ace Err Rej 
script class assigned to script class rate rate rate 

A.rabic Hindi Bengali Kannada Rejection 

Arabic 49 0 0 0 1 98.0 0.0 2.0 
I:iindi 0 47 () 1 2 94.0 2.0 4.0 
Benaali z:;. 0 0 49 0 98.0 0.0 2.0 
Kannada 0 0 0 48 ") 96.0 0.0 4.0 ~ 

Total 96.5 0.5 3.0 

·For testing, we have used small size docutnents as input that comprise a sn1all set of dis
connected characters written in any of tl1e fotir differe11t scripts, viz., Arabic, Hindi, Bengali 
and Kannada, btlt witl1 no 1nixing of cl1aracters belonging to different scripts. The size of each 
docutnent (i.e. the nu1n.ber of cl1aracters in a document) is taken as four. The characters in each 
of the documents are generated artificially, following our technique for artificial character gen
eratiot1. The format of each cl1aracter is the same as that of the training patterns, i .. e .. they are in 
binary format and are within a rectangular frame of size 32 x 24. The number of test docu
I11ents used per script is fifty. The characters in each docu111ent are generated at random~ The 
string of cl1aracters, thus generated, is fed to the recognizer. The script that may have been 
11sed in the input docu1nent is identified using our proposed script-identification scheme. Tl1e 
result obtained in our experiment is shown in Table I. In a second set of experiment, the size of 
the docume11ts is increased from four to six. The number of test samples used per script is the 
sa1ne, i.e 50 satnples per script. The recog11ition result for this is given in Table II. 

In the present proble1n, there exists a large amount of overlapping betwee11 clusters. This is 
due to the similarities among so1ne characters belonging to different script classes and presence 
of sotne common cl1aracters in different sctipt classes. For exatnple, the Arabic numeral 'nine' 
and the Bengali numeral 'seven' looks similar [Figs 2a and 2b] while the Arabic 'eight' and 
tl1e Bengali 'four' are the same [Figs 2c and 2dj. So, there exists the possibility of hat1dli11g 
ambiguous cases. A reliable classifier must prefer to reject ambiguous and uncertain patterns, 
rather than taking wrong decisions. The results shown here demonstrate the reliability of 011r 

system. This we conclude from the fact that tl1e rejection rate of our classifier is higher than tl1e 
en4 or rate. However, the compromise betweetl the rejection rate and the eiTor rate can be con
trolled by varying the two rejecti011 thresholds, Tmenzb and Tan1bg· Higher value of T,nemb and 
lower value of Ta,nbg increases the rejection rate, while the eiTor rate is redttced. This implies, 
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FIG. 2a. ·Handwritten Arabic 'nine', b. Handwritten Bengali 'seven', c. Handwritten Arabic 'eight', d. Handwritten 
Bengali 'four'. 
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higher T,
11

e,nb and lower Tambg is preferable in designing a reliable recognition system. But, for 
very high Tmemb and very low Tambg' the recognizer will reject a pattern even for slight amount 
of ambiguity and/or uncertainty. So, most of the patterns will be rejected by the classifier and 
hence may not be useful for automating the recognition task. Therefore, these threshold values 
are to be chosen judiciously .. In this study, we have taken the values of these two thresholds as 
0 .. 3 and 0.7, respectively. 

On the other hand, recognition rate may be improved by increasing the size of the doctl
ment, i.e. by increasing the number of characters in the given document. This is because of the 
fact that all the characters in a set are ambiguous is rarely encountered. When one character in 
tl1e document fails to provide sufficient information due to ambiguity a11d ut1certainty, some 
other character in the set can accomplish the task efficiently. This we observe by increasing the 
docun1ent size from four to six characters .. However, it is to be noted that when some charac
ters belonging to two or more script classes are si111ilar (or exactly same), it is always possible 
that an input document w!ll be the combination of only all such characters. So, it is tlleoreti
cally impossible to achieve IOOo/o accuracy. For example, whatever may be the size of the 
document, it is possible to have all the characters in it (Arabic 'eight' or Bengali 'four'), and so 
cannot be classified .. But, the probability of occurrence of such combinations diminishes as the 
string length is increased. So, we can expect better perfonnance as the document size is in
creased~ 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper., an efficient script-identification scheme is introduced. Th.e technique can be used 
for recognizing the script in which a document is written. So, it finds extensive application in 
international scenario where it may be required to handle docume11ts writte11 in many different 
scripts. In our proposed technique for script identification, we have used possibilistic approach 
to classification to make the recognizer work with ambiguous and uncertain inputs. Possibilis
tic membership function measures the typicality and thus the recognizer can compt1te the ex
tent of belongingness of a character in the document to a particular sctipt class. For eacl1 char
acter in the document, starting from the first, the recognizer assigns some degree of confidence 
as to the possibility of it belonging to a particular script class. Classification is based on the 
aggregation of successive confidence values. The recognizer may reject a patter11 when it can
not make any clear decision. Simulation results show that the proposed script-identification 
tech11ique has a very high performance. 

The main advantage of the proposed scheme is that it can be used for a small size document 
that contains only a few characters, whereas all the earlier proposed script-identification meth
ods can only be used on relatively large docttments. One more interesting advantage of our 
script-identification system, over all the existing script-identification techniques, is that it does 
not require a separate hardware or software for character recognition. For every character in 
the document, the recognizer computes the membership grades·of the input to all the clusters. 
We can make use of these membership grades not only to assign confidence values as to the 
belongingness to the script classes, but also to find the possibilities of the input to belong to 
different character classes. The main disadvantage of the scheme is that the method requires 
extensive computation as compared to other methods. Also, the recognizer needs to have a 
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large 1nemory to store information related to all characters in all the different scripts it is sup
posed to handle. However, the scheme proves to be more reliable than any other script
identification technique. 

In this work, we have assumed that tl1e cl1aracters in the document are all discrete and are 
not connected to each other. But, in real-world situation, we generally encounter cursive un
constrained characters. Tl1e characters in the document will, in general, be connected to each 
other and so a reliable technique for segmenting them into discrete con1ponents is required. 
One n1ore potential problem for future investigation is script identification in a document 
where the character set may be mixed with some characters belonging to a different script. For 
exan1ple, 1nixing of Roman alphabets in Tamil or Telugu text is very cominon. For such a 
docutnent, we expect our recognizer to output Tamil (or Telugu), rather than Roma11. But, our 
proposed scheme will output Roman if the first character in the document is Roman. Hence, 
our algorithm detnands suitable n1odification so that the recognizer does not take any wrong 
decision. 
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